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Abstract
We present a sample of 4132 Mira-like variables (red variables with long periods and high amplitudes) in
the Kilodegree Extremely Little Telescope (KELT) survey. Of these, 376 are new Mira-like detections. We used
Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS) colors to identify candidate asymptotic giant branch stars. We searched for
photometric variability among the candidate asymptotic giant branch stars and identiﬁed stars that show periodic
variability. We selected variables with high amplitudes and strong periodic behavior using a Random Forest
classiﬁer. Of the sample of 4132 Mira-like variables, we estimate that 70% are Miras and 30% are semiregular (SR)
variables. We also adopt the method of using ( -W WRP Ks) versus ( -J Ks) colors in distinguishing between O-rich
and C-rich Miras and ﬁnd it to be an improvement over 2MASS colors.
Uniﬁed Astronomy Thesaurus concepts: Mira variable stars (1066); Long period variable stars (935); Time series
analysis (1916)
Supporting material: machine-readable table
1. Introduction
Late-type, low- to intermediate-mass red giant stars are almost
always unstable against pulsation and form a class of variable stars
known as the long-period variables (LPVs). Of these, Miras are
perhaps the best known. Miras are a short-lived phase of a low- to
intermediate-mass star’s life when it has evolved to the tip of the
asymptotic giant branch (AGB). At this stage, these stars exhibit
large bolometric luminosities, and this, combined with their low
average densities and high-amplitude pulsations, causes them to
experience signiﬁcant mass loss through stellar winds before they
meet their eventual fate as white dwarfs surrounded by transient
planetary nebulae. This process enriches the interstellar medium
with heavy elements, in particular carbon and s-process elements,
and therefore the chemistry of Miras directly inﬂuences the
composition of stars and the overall chemical evolution of
galaxies. Aside from their importance to Galactic chemistry, Miras
also show promise as distance indicators. Multiple studies (Feast
et al. 1989; Hughes & Wood 1990; Whitelock et al. 2008; and for
a general overview see Whitelock 2012 and references therein)
have found evidence for a period–luminosity (PL) relation in the
near-infrared for Miras. In the future they may offer a viable
alternative to Cepheids as extragalactic standard candles (Feast
et al. 2002; Whitelock 2013; Huang et al. 2018).
Miras are conventionally deﬁned to have periods >100 days
and amplitudes of ΔV>2.5 mag (Payne-Gaposchkin 1951;
Samus’ et al. 2017), but their amplitudes decrease at longer
wavelengths with typical amplitudes of ΔI>0.8 (Soszyński
et al. 2009) and ΔK>0.4 mag (Whitelock et al. 2006). While
an amplitude criterion can effectively identify Miras, the speciﬁc
amplitude limits are somewhat arbitrary (Whitelock 1996a).
Another class of LPVs are the semiregular variables (SRs).
They are less studied than Miras and are deﬁned to have
amplitudes ofΔV<2.5 (Payne-Gaposchkin 1951; Samus’ et al.
2017). SR variables represent a more heterogeneous class than
Miras and consist of stars on both the AGB and red giant branch
(RGB) with a range of masses (Whitelock 1996b). Their light
curves typically exhibit more irregular behavior than Miras, with
some exhibiting signs of multiperiodicity (Cadmus 2015).
Despite what their name implies, SRs can exhibit regular
periodic behavior similar to Miras but with smaller amplitudes.
This distinguishing amplitude criterion between Miras and SRs
is arbitrary, and it is possible that low-amplitude Miras and high-
amplitude SRs may share physical similarities (Kerschbaum &
Hron 1992; Bedding & Zijlstra 1998). We should note that even
the condition of regular periodic behavior is arbitrary since
Miras themselves are not necessarily regular pulsators and can
exhibit cycle-to-cycle amplitude changes (Whitelock 1996b). In
particular, carbon-rich Mira variables experience asymmetric
mass loss that causes irregularities in their light curves (e.g., see
the visual light curve of R For in Figure 6 of Whitelock et al.
1997). Observations irregularly spaced in time can also obscure
the regularity of Mira and SR light curves, making such a
distinction difﬁcult. For these reasons, we will attempt to discuss
high-amplitude, long-period red variable stars without discrimi-
nating between Miras and SRs with near-regular periodicity. We
will refer to these stars of interest as Mira-like variables.
The cause of variability in Miras and SRs is radial pulsation,
which occurs in either fundamental or overtone modes. An
important discovery by Wood et al. (1999) showed that LPVs,
which include Miras and SRs, populate multiple PL sequences.
Recent studies (Trabucchi et al. 2017 and references therein)
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have determined that these sequences are due to the dominant
pulsating mode present in the star, with Miras corresponding to
fundamental mode pulsation. Most SRs are overtone pulsators,
but Bedding & Zijlstra (1998) found that a majority of their SR
sample fell on the same PL sequence as Miras. These studies
suggest that a more physically meaningful distinction between
classes of LPVs would be the dominant mode of the star’s
pulsation instead of an amplitude cutoff, but mode determina-
tion is difﬁcult without information on both their periods and
luminosities. We do not attempt to pursue this method of
classiﬁcation in this work, but it may be worth future analysis.
Sources with luminosities determined in future work can be
used for reﬁning PL relations, and comparisons between
observed and modeled pulsation modes can serve as tests of
stellar interior models.
Because of their high luminosity and scientiﬁc value, many
catalogs of LPVs have been produced by sky surveys such as
those from the MACHO project (Alcock et al. 1993; Wood et al.
1999), the All-Sky Automated Survey (ASAS; Pojmanski 2002;
Vogt et al. 2016), the Northern Sky Variability Survey (NSVS;
Woźniak et al. 2004a, 2004b), the Optical Gravitational Lensing
Experiment (Udalski et al. 1992; Soszyński et al. 2009, 2011,
2013), and most recently Gaia (Gaia Collaboration et al.
2016, 2018; Mowlavi et al. 2018). The Kilodegree Extremely
Little Telescope (KELT) provides advantages over several
previous surveys owing to its high photometric precision, its
long time baseline of observations, and its coverage of both the
northern and southern sky. It also detects bright stars that make
for easier follow-up observations.
We have created a catalog of 4132 Mira-like variables from
the KELT survey. These are high-amplitude, long-period red
variables that are predominantly Miras. Section 2 discusses the
KELT data and the cross-match between KELT and the Two
Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS). Our method for creating our
catalog is presented in Section 3. In Section 4 we discuss
results of our catalog and compare it to similar catalogs such as
that of Vogt et al. (2016). Section 5 discusses a technique of
classifying Miras as oxygen- or carbon-rich based on the
analysis of Lebzelter et al. (2018). We summarize these results
in Section 6.
2. Observations and Data Reduction
2.1. Observations
The observational data used in this study are time-series
photometry taken from the KELT survey (Pepper et al. 2007,
2012). KELT is a photometric survey consisting of two small-
aperture (42 mm), wide-ﬁeld (26°×26°) telescopes originally
designed to search for transiting planets orbiting bright stars with
8<V< 13 and began operations in 2005. The KELT survey uses
an effective passband roughly equivalent to a very broad R-band
ﬁlter. The survey performs observations in both the northern and
southern sky, with the northern telescope at Winer Observatory in
Arizona, United States, and the southern telescope at the South
African Astronomical Observatory near Sutherland, South Africa.
With these two locations, KELT observes over 70% of the sky.
The time baselines of KELT observations vary, with some of the
longest up to 10 yr. These long baselines, combined with a typical
cadence of 30 minutes and high photometric precision, result in
the KELT survey being a valuable tool for studying phenomena
beyond exoplanet detection.
One point of consideration is the large pixel scale of the
KELT survey (∼23″), which can result in stars in the KELT
image blending together. This blending between a target
star and nearby neighbors can cause two possible effects:
variability from the neighboring sources appearing in the light
curve of a target, and contaminating sources diluting the
variability of the target star. The latter effect dampens the
amplitude of the magnitude variations and ﬂattens the light
curve minima (see 2MASS J08312641–5414231 in Figure 1).
Because the variables we are interested in are typically
brighter than nearby neighbors, and the high-amplitude long-
period variability of Miras is not typically seen in other
variable stars, we assume that the variability is attributed to
the target star in almost all cases. Due to the high amplitudes
of Miras, any dilution must be signiﬁcant to affect our ability
to detect Miras. We discuss attempts to identify and correct
for blending in Section 4.1.
When stars fade to a brightness below the background sky,
our ability to obtain reliable differential photometry becomes
dominated by systematic noise, and the pipeline-generated light
curves display unphysically deep features. Since the point
where that occurs depends on the sky background, degree of
nearby star blending, point-spread function (PSF) size and
shape, and pixel quantum efﬁciency, we have been unable to
implement an automated cut to remove such behavior. Some of
the Miras in our sample show this effect at their photometric
minima (such as 2MASS J02355221–6235005 in Figure 1), but
we have not seen any cases where this effect causes spurious
detections in our sample.
Due to the German Equatorial Mount used by KELT,
photometric data for a target star are observed in separate
eastern and western orientations. The data for each orientation
are reduced separately, resulting in most KELT objects having
two light curves, but there do exist KELT objects only
identiﬁed in one orientation. When necessary, we have created
combined light curves for the KELT objects by combining their
eastern and western data. A magnitude offset typically exists
between the two orientations that must be determined for each
object before creating the combined light curve. We calculated
this magnitude offset for each KELT object by ﬁrst dividing the
eastern and western light curves into identical 1 day bins. We
determined the median magnitude of each bin and then
calculated the differences of the eastern and western medians
for each day. The median of these differences is the eastern/
western offset. After applying the offset correction for each
KELT object, the eastern and western light curves were
combined into one light curve. A photometric error of 0.1 mag
was assumed for all photometric data.
The KELT data are divided into ﬁelds based on sky location.
There are 23 ﬁelds observed by the northern telescope and 24
by the southern telescope. Fields that have been in operation
earlier, e.g., N01, have baselines nearing 10 yr, while ﬁelds that
have begun operations more recently, e.g., N16, have shorter
time baselines between 1 and 4 yr. Because Miras have long
periods, typically 100–1000 days, we removed KELT ﬁelds
with baselines of observations less than 2.5 yr from our study
(Figure 2).
2.2. Cross-matching KELT to 2MASS
To determine the 2MASS photometry of each source, we
cross-matched the list of KELT stars to the 2MASS catalog
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(Skrutskie et al. 2006) using a 25″ search radius and considered
only 2MASS objects with J magnitude brighter than 16. We
chose this search radius because it is approximately the size of
a KELT pixel, and smaller radii were found to exclude
potential matches. This radius can result in multiple matches to
2MASS; therefore, we compared the KELT magnitude, RKELT,
to J for each 2MASS object in the search radius. We are
interested in red variables, and therefore we excluded 2MASS
objects with (RKELT−J)<−1. The 2MASS object with the
brightest J magnitude was then chosen as the appropriate
match. These search criteria were able to match 97% of the
KELT catalog to a 2MASS object. Note that for the remainder
of the paper we refer to the catalog of KELT objects that match
to 2MASS as the KELT catalog.
Figure 1. Sample of 14 light curves from our Mira-like catalog spanning various periods and amplitudes. Two cases from this sample illustrate data reduction
challenges discussed in the text. Star 2MASS J08312641–5414231 has ﬂattened minima, and thus a reduced amplitude, due to blending. Star 2MASS
J02355221–6235005 exhibits noisy minima in its eastern data, which can occur as the light curve approaches KELT’s faint detection limit under bright sky conditions.
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3. Methods
3.1. Preliminary Cuts for Selecting Variable Candidates
To identify candidate AGB stars, we used a color–color
diagram of (H− Ks) versus (J−H) (Feast et al. 1982). To
justify our color cut criteria, we ﬁrst selected a sample of
known Miras and SRs from the International Variable Star
Index (VSX) from the American Association of Variable Star
Observers (AAVSO; Watson et al. 2006, using the 2019
version of the database). We then matched these to the KELT
catalog using the matched 2MASS coordinates. We used the
2MASS colors of this matched VSX sample and inspected their
color–color distribution to determine appropriate cuts. Figure 3
shows the (H−Ks) versus (J−H) colors of all KELT matches
in gray and VSX Miras and SRs in red. We selected stars with
(H−Ks) > 0.15 and (J−H) > 0.7 as candidate AGB stars.
These cuts are shown by the dashed black lines in Figure 3.
After the candidate AGB stars were found, we searched for
variability among these objects. We ﬁrst identiﬁed candidate
AGB objects with potential variability based on the light curve
mean magnitude and standard deviation of the magnitudes.
This allows us to quickly select for probable variable stars. We
desired to reduce the number of objects under consideration
before combining light curves. Therefore, we calculated the
standard deviation of the eastern and western light curve
magnitudes separately. Individually, an eastern or western light
curve may not cover a full phase of variability; thus, we
classiﬁed an object as a candidate variable if the standard
deviation of either light curve lies above the line shown in
Figure 4.
After the standard deviation cuts, we found cases where the
standard deviation was inﬂated by outlying data points in the
light curve. To account for these cases, we rejected stars with
eastern and western light curve amplitudes less than 0.2 mag
after removing the 5% and 95% outlying data points. For the
remainder of our analysis we removed only the 1% and 99%
outlying data points so as to not remove data for the later period
analysis. After applying these amplitude cuts, we also removed
light curve data points with KELT magnitude fainter than 15 in
order to remove noisy data likely below the faint detection limit
of KELT. This magnitude cut is effective in removing spurious
data, but we note that there still exists a sample of light curves
exhibiting noisy minima. We then combined eastern and
western light curves using the method described in Section 2.1.
Collectively, these cuts primarily remove nonred, nonvariable
objects and allow us to greatly reduce the light curve data
considered for further analysis by 98% (from 4.2 million KELT
objects to 70,000).
3.2. Selecting Mira-like Variables with Random Forest
We applied a Random Forest (RF) classiﬁer (Breiman 2001)
to identify Mira-like variables among objects passing the
aforementioned cuts. RF is an ensemble machine-learning
method that uses multiple decorrelated decision trees to predict
the classiﬁcation type of an object from various measurable
properties (features) of the object. The decision trees “learn”
the classiﬁcation types using a training set of data containing
features of objects with known classiﬁcations (labels). To
decorrelate the decision trees, each is built on a random
selection of the training data, and a random subset of the total
Figure 2. Maximum time baseline of the various KELT ﬁelds used in this study. KELT consists of older ﬁelds nearing almost 10 yr of observations and newer ﬁelds
with baselines between 1 and 4 yr. For our study we removed ﬁelds with baselines less than 2.5 yr. This has been indicated by the gray dashed line.
Figure 3. Color cuts of the KELT sample (gray) and the VSX Miras and SRs
(red). Our color cuts of (H − Ks)>0.15 and (J − H) > 0.7 are shown as
dashed lines. Contours express the density of plotted data. The H − Ks and
J−H data are divided into 0.05 mag bins, and the contours are logarithmically
spaced to circumscribe bins containing 100–100,000 data points.
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features are used at each decision node. RF has proven
effective in classifying variable stars (Dubath et al. 2011;
Richards et al. 2011; Hernitschek et al. 2016; Pashchenko et al.
2018) and in some cases has been shown to outperform other
machine-learning classiﬁers such as support vector machines
(Yuan et al. 2017).
The RF classiﬁer requires features for each star that ideally
characterize the object. The classiﬁer also needs a training set
of stars with features and known labels (e.g., Mira-like or not).
Once the RF classiﬁer is trained, it can be used to classify a set
of stars with unknown classiﬁcations. We used SCIKIT-LEARN
(Pedregosa et al. 2012), an open-source machine-learning
library for PYTHON, to build our RF classiﬁer. For each star
passing the cuts in Section 3.1, we determined 16 features. Of
these, 5 are determined from the combined light curve data, 3
are from a period search, and 8 are photometric properties from
KELT and 2MASS. All features are listed in Table 1 along with
the source of the feature (light curve, periodogram, photo-
metry) and the rank of the feature’s importance in the RF
classiﬁcation as determined by SCIKIT-LEARN. These features
are discussed in the following subsections.
3.2.1. Features from Photometry
The features from KELT and 2MASS photometry are RKELT,
J, H, Ks, (RKELT−J), (J−H), ( -J Ks), and (H−Ks). From
Section 3.1 we found that most Miras and other red variables
have (H−Ks)>0.15, and we found that Miras in our VSX
sample are shifted toward redder H− Ks colors compared to
non-Mira red variables. We therefore retained this color as an
RF feature and kept the remaining colors and magnitudes as RF
features for comparison. Consulting Table 1, though, we see
that, aside from H−Ks, these photometric features have the
least importance in classifying our Mira-like objects.
3.2.2. Features from the Light Curve
From each combined light curve we determined the standard
deviation of magnitudes σmag, 10th–90th percentile amplitude
A10,90, 1st–99th percentile amplitude A1,99, Welch–Stetson L
(Stetson 1996), and the Alarm variability statistic (Tamuz et al.
2006). Both Welch–Stetson L and Alarm statistics are measures
of coherent variability and make use of magnitude residuals
relative to a weighted mean light curve magnitude. The
implementations for calculating the Welch–Stetson L and
Alarm statistics were both provided by VARTOOLS, an open-
source set of programs for analyzing time-series data (Hartman
& Bakos 2016). The Welch–Stetson L statistic searches for
variability by measuring the time-dependent correlation of
residuals of magnitude pairs. The time span for magnitude pairs
was set to 10 days. The Alarm statistic was originally designed
for detecting eclipsing binary star light curves and measures the
correlation of adjacent residuals with the same magnitude sign.
A large Alarm statistic value indicates that there are a large
number of sequential residuals with the same sign that should
correlate to coherent variability in the light curve.
We have not applied a hard amplitude cutoff to our data set
to separate Miras from SRs for multiple reasons. As discussed
in Section 1, although SRs typically have smaller amplitudes
than Miras, the conventional amplitude limit is arbitrary, and
high-amplitude SRs may have similar characteristics to Miras.
Also, using an amplitude criterion with KELT data has
problems. First, there exists no conventional amplitude cutoff
for identifying Miras using the KELT bandpass. Second, yearly
gaps in the observed data may result in incomplete coverage
across a pulsation cycle of a star that hinders our ability to
accurately measure amplitudes of some variables. Because of
these difﬁculties, we ﬁnd it hard to disentangle Miras from SRs
in our catalog, and we note that we have included in our catalog
SRs with similar light curve characteristics to Miras.
3.2.3. Features from the Periodogram
We also calculated the Lomb–Scargle (LS) periodogram
(Lomb 1976; Scargle 1982; Zechmeister & Kürster 2009) of
the KELT light curves using ASTROPY (Astropy Collaboration
et al. 2013, 2018). We tested the use of other period-ﬁnding
algorithms, such as phase dispersion minimization (Stellingwerf
1978) and Analysis of Variance period search (Schwarzenberg-
Czerny 1989; Devor 2005), but found LS to be most effective.
From the LS periodogram we used the following features for our
RF classiﬁer: the combined light curve LS period, the maximum
normalized LS power, and a measure of the periodogram S/N.
Figure 4. Two-dimensional histogram of the RKELT and standard deviation of
magnitudes of the eastern and western KELT light curves in the color cut
sample. Objects with either an eastern or western light curve above the dashed
line were selected as candidate variables and kept for further study. The
increase in standard deviations at brighter magnitudes is due to saturation
effects.
Table 1
Features for the Random Forest Classiﬁer
Feature Source Rank
σmag Light curve 1
A10,90 Light curve 2
A1,99 Light curve 3
Welch–Stetson L Light curve 4
LS power Periodogram 5
Alarm Light curve 6
H − Ks Photometry 7
LS Period Periodogram 8
LS S/N Periodogram 9
RKELT Photometry 10
RKELT−J Photometry 11
J−H Photometry 12
Ks Photometry 13
J−Ks Photometry 14
J Photometry 15
H Photometry 16
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We searched for periods between 50 days and half the
baseline of the KELT object under analysis using a frequency
spacing ofD = -f 10 5 days−1 and used the maximum LS power
to select periods. This period search was applied to the eastern,
western, and combined light curves separately. We adopted the
period from the combined data as the correct period but veriﬁed
that the period was found in eastern and western data. We
discuss cases in which the eastern and western periods
disagreed, requiring visual inspection later in Section 4.1.
The LS power is a dimensionless value that measures how
well a sinusoidal model of a particular frequency, amplitude,
and phase ﬁts the light curve data. It is normalized such that
a sinusoidal model that perfectly ﬁts the data would result in a
power of 1 and a constant nonvarying model would result in a
power of 0. The variables we are interested in have quasi-
regular periodic signals; therefore, their periodograms should
have higher LS powers compared to less regular variable stars.
There are distortions and power leakages in the power spectra
of both Mira-like and non-Mira stars. Irregular cadence and
gaps in the observations cause aliases in our data; variability
departing from a perfect sinusoid can also cause harmonics of
the true frequency to appear in the spectrum, and multi-
periodicity, changing periods, and variable amplitudes can all
increase the powers of spurious frequencies. We therefore
determined the quality of the periodogram results by calculat-
ing an S/N for the max power similar to that used by Benko &
Csubry (2007) and Hartman & Bakos (2016). This is deﬁned as
( )= - á ñS N LS LS rmsLS peak LS, where LSpeak is the max-
imum periodogram power, á ñLS is the mean of the period-
ogram, and rmsLS is the rms of the periodogram powers. This
value compares the peak periodogram power to the background
periodogram signal. Periodograms with low power leakage will
have sharply deﬁned peaks at the pulsation frequency (and at
aliases and harmonics) and low power values at all other
frequencies. This results in a large S/N value when compared
to periodograms with higher power leakage that exhibit higher
power values across multiple spurious frequencies. Mira-like
variables, with their more regular periodic behavior, will
exhibit periodograms with larger S/N values than irregular
variables. We should note that the noise of a periodogram is not
normally distributed; therefore, the S/N value does not follow
a normal distribution. The S/N value is also sensitive to light
curve baselines, as shorter-baseline observations cause broader
periodogram peaks, which increases the value of á ñLS and
rmsLS. For each object we also calculated upper and lower error
estimates on our periods using the FWHM of the periodogram
peaks. We attempted to determine errors using Equation (52) of
VanderPlas (2018) but found that this method underestimates
errors, while the chosen method of using the periodogram peak
FWHM overestimates errors.
3.2.4. Training and Running Random Forest
After determining features for all objects passing the cuts
discussed in Section 3.1, we trained the RF classiﬁer on a
sample of VSX objects. We cross-matched our KELT catalog
to VSX stars classiﬁed as Mira, SR, irregular, or miscellaneous
(these are typically unclassiﬁed irregulars according to VSX)
using a 6″ search radius. We then retained only the VSX stars
that passed the color, rms, and amplitude cuts of Section 3.1.
We labeled the VSX Miras as Mira-like and inspected a sample
of 299 high-amplitude (ΔRKELT>1.0) VSX SR, irregular, and
miscellaneous stars. Of these, we reclassiﬁed 172 as Mira-like,
as their amplitudes and near-regular periodicity were similar to
lower-amplitude Mira light curves. We labeled the remaining
SR, irregular, and miscellaneous objects as non-Miras. This
resulted in a training set of 13,175 objects, 2453 (19%) of
which were classiﬁed as Mira-like.
We used SCIKIT-LEARN to train an RF classiﬁer of 500
decision trees, each with a maximum depth of 20, on the
training set. The classiﬁer returns probabilities of each object in
the training set to be classiﬁed as Mira-like. To check for
misclassiﬁed VSX objects in our training set, we used a 10-fold
cross-validation and found that a classiﬁcation score threshold
of 0.5 resulted in a sample with 92% purity and 88%
completeness. We adopted this score to create a preliminary
sample of 255 false negatives (VSX Miras misclassiﬁed in the
cross-validation set) and 182 false positives (VSX non-Miras
misclassiﬁed as Miras in the cross-validation set). We visually
inspected the light curves of these objects and reclassiﬁed 201
VSX objects. These new classiﬁcations were then introduced
into our training set, and the RF was retrained. A 10-fold cross-
validation was then used to determine that a classiﬁcation score
of 0.5 returned an improved sample of Mira-like objects with
94% purity and 91% completeness. We applied the trained RF
classiﬁer on KELT light curves passing the cuts described in
Section 3.1. Objects with classiﬁcation scores greater than 0.5
were classiﬁed as Mira-like and selected for further study. The
magnitudes for this classiﬁed sample were systematically
fainter than the training set, as the training set mostly included
well-known, previously classiﬁed variables. Magnitudes do not
have a direct affect on the RF classiﬁer, as they are a feature
with low signiﬁcance (see Section 3.2.1), but faint magnitudes
can affect the values of other features. At fainter magnitudes
light curves can exhibit more noise, which can decrease
variability statistics such as Welch–Stetson L and Alarm.
Fainter-magnitude stars may also be more susceptible to
blending from nonvariables. This can decrease their light curve
amplitudes. We are unable to correct for these in the KELT
data, and we note it as a limitation.
4. Results
4.1. Results from Random Forest
Our RF classiﬁer returned 4491 Mira-like variables. Light
curves of these Mira-like stars were selected for visual
inspection if the selected frequency of the eastern, western,
or combined periodograms was located at the edge of the
frequency grid used (implying that the true period is outside the
frequency grid); if either the eastern, western, or combined
periods were greater than 1000 days; or if the eastern, western,
or combined frequencies differed by more than 0.0005 day−1.
These criteria resulted in an inspection of the light curves of
525 of the 4491 Mira-like objects. Of these, 130 stars were
removed from the catalog because of either ill-deﬁned periods
caused by irregularities in their light curve or poor time
baseline coverage, 62 stars had their periods redetermined by
selecting periodogram peaks that resulted in cleaner phase-
folded plots, and 333 stars required no change in period
because their combined light curve periods were deemed
correct.
We also attempted to identify and correct for issues due to
blending by removing false positives due to contamination
from nearby variables. Nonvariable objects suffering from
blending with a nearby variable have light curve periods nearly
6
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identical to the variable’s period. We identiﬁed contaminated
light curves by searching for groups of neighboring Mira-like
objects in our catalog. Mira-like stars that were within 3′ of
each other and had a period difference of less than 5% were
selected as a group. The object in each group with the brightest
J magnitude was kept, and the remaining objects were removed
from the catalog. This resulted in the removal of 229 objects
from the Mira-like catalog.
After visually inspecting the low-quality set, correcting
for blending, and removing the above-mentioned stars, we
produced a ﬁnal catalog of 4132 Mira-like objects. Henceforth,
we refer to this catalog of 4132 objects as the KELT Mira-like
catalog. These are listed in Table 2. A sample of 14 light curves
representative of our catalog are shown in Figure 1.
4.2. Content and Completeness of Our Catalog
We compared our KELT Mira-like catalog to the catalog of
Miras and SRs in VSX, as well as several other catalogs. One
of the difﬁculties in doing this is in identifying which stars in
the other catalogs we would expect to be able to detect with
KELT. That is partly due to the different magnitude regimes
probed by the different projects. The VSX catalog lists the
magnitude at maximum amplitude for each object, but these
magnitudes are not consistently assembled from V-band
observations but from a variety of passbands. This hinders
determining whether a VSX object is within the KELT
magnitude range. To obtain consistent V-band magnitudes for
the VSX sample, we matched the 15,073 VSX objects to the
UCAC survey (Zacharias et al. 2013) using a 6″ search radius
and selected the nearest match. Not all VSX objects had UCAC
V magnitudes, but of the VSX objects that did, we found that
approximately half (52%) were within the KELT magnitude
range (8 < V < 13).
Of the 78,550 Miras and SRs in the VSX catalog with
2MASS-matched colors, 15,073 overlap with the KELT
footprint, and we ﬁnd 7951 (52.8%) of those in the KELT
catalog. This fraction is similar to the fraction of VSX objects
in the KELT magnitude range using UCAC V magnitudes,
suggesting that we are recovering most VSX objects within the
KELT magnitude range.
For a further test of our cross-matching procedure, we
inspected a sample of VSX objects that failed to match to
KELT but had UCAC V magnitudes within the KELT
magnitude range. We found that nearly all failed matches
were due to blending of the VSX variable with a nearby bright
source in the KELT images. The remaining failed matches were
due to the VSX object lying near the edge of a KELT ﬁeld. The
PSFs of these objects are distorted in KELT, causing errors in
their astrometric positions in the KELT catalog.
We also found a small sample (180 objects) of dim VSX
objects that match to a KELT object but have UCAC V
magnitudes outside the KELT magnitude range. These stars are
faint in V but are red enough to be detected by KELT’s broad R
ﬁlter. It is also possible that a portion may be incorrect matches
either between VSX and KELT or between VSX and UCAC.
The 7951 VSX Miras and SRs that match to stars in the
KELT catalog can be broken up into 2228 Miras and 5723 SRs.
Our KELT Mira-like catalog recovered 2072 (93%) of these
VSX Miras and only 623 (11%) of these VSX SRs. This
suggests that our RF classiﬁer performs well in identifying the
Miras that exist in the KELT catalog. The RF classiﬁer does not
identify a large portion of the VSX SRs, though, but this should
not be alarming, as our study focuses on high-amplitude,
regularly periodic stars. Therefore, it is expected that we
exclude the majority of SRs that exhibit small-amplitude or
irregular pulsations.
In addition to the VSX Miras and SRs, our Mira-like catalog
also includes other classiﬁcation types from VSX. We ﬁnd 54
LPVs (LPVs of unspeciﬁed type), 480 irregulars, 226 MISC
stars (miscellaneous variable stars that failed to be classiﬁed by
automatic analysis), and 59 VAR stars (variable stars of
unspeciﬁed type) as identiﬁed by the VSX catalog. We also
ﬁnd 24 stars of various VSX classiﬁed types, with each type
having fewer than four matches in our catalog, e.g., our catalog
includes three RV Tauri stars, three UX Orionis stars, etc. The
ﬁnal matches between our KELT Mira-like catalog and VSX
indicate that 58% of the members in our catalog are classiﬁed
as Miras, 18% as SRs, and 24% as other variability types, but
an unknown fraction of these assorted VSX types (e.g., LPV,
MISC) could be reclassiﬁed as either Miras or SRs.
For a better determination of the fraction of Miras and SRs in
our KELT Mira-like catalog, we used the Woźniak et al.
(2004b) catalog of red variables in NSVS (hereafter referred to
as W04). The W04 catalog contains 8678 red variable objects,
7157 of which were within the KELT ﬁelds. We matched the
W04 catalog to the KELT catalog using a 20″ radius (the
NSVS pixel size is 14 4) and found KELT light curves for
5437 objects. W04 classiﬁes these objects into 416 carbon stars
(C), 1092 Miras (M), and 3929 SRs or irregulars (SR+L). Our
KELT Mira-like catalog recovered 1836 W04 objects: 179 are
class C, 1055 are class M, and 602 are class SR+L. Most W04
objects that our KELT Mira-like catalog failed to recover are
the low-amplitude SRs. We also found that most W04 class C
objects showed irregular periodic behavior, which is expected
for carbon stars owing to their asymmetric mass loss. This
irregularity is the likely cause of the RF classiﬁer not
recovering the class C objects alongside the more regularly
periodic Miras. Of the W04 objects, approximately 67% are
classiﬁed as class C or M, and 33% are class SR+L. From this
we assume that ∼70% of stars in our KELT Mira-like catalog
are Miras and ∼30% are SRs.
The Vogt et al. (2016) catalog of Miras in ASAS (hereafter
referred to as V16) contains 2875 objects, 918 of which were
within the KELT ﬁelds. These were matched to the KELT
catalog using a 20″ radius (the ASAS pixel size is 15″). We
found light curves for 723 objects and successfully recovered
554 of the V16 Miras in our KELT Mira-like catalog. Every
V16 Mira was found to have an VSX match. Those objects in
either the W04 or V16 catalog with no KELT light curves are
either outside the KELT magnitude limit, near the edges of the
KELT ﬁelds, or blended with nearby objects.
We also compared our results to the Oelkers et al. (2018)
catalog of 52,741 variable KELT objects. We have used an
improved scheme of cross-matching KELT to 2MASS (see
Section 2.2) compared to Oelkers et al. (2018), as they matched
KELT to 2MASS by selecting the nearest positional match
without incorporating color or magnitude information. We
cross-matched our KELT Mira-like catalog to Oelkers et al.
(2018) using a search radius of 50″. This radius was chosen to
account for cases where the 2MASS identiﬁcation, and
therefore 2MASS coordinates, of KELT objects differed
between our catalog and theirs. Out of our 4132 KELT Mira-
like objects, 2848 cross-matched to the Oelkers et al. (2018)
catalog. Of these, 345 had periods listed by Oelkers et al. (2018),
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Table 2
Main Properties of the First 20 Stars in Our Catalog
Eastern KELT I.D. Western KELT I.D. 2MASS I.D. R.A. Decl. l b RKELT J H Ks Period S/NLS Mismatch Flag
(J2000) (J2000) (deg) (deg) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (days)
KELT N01 lc 012200 V01 east KELT N01 lc 039679 V01 west 2MASS J23573235+3202204 23:57:32.36 +32:02:20.48 109.820255 −29.456737 11.05 06.08 05.30 04.88 -+227 77 06.19 0
KELT N01 lc 012821 V01 east KELT N01 lc 046147 V01 west 2MASS J00594645+2756445 00:59:46.46 +27:56:44.58 125.176497 −34.889698 10.19 07.18 06.38 05.95 -+187 48 06.05 0
KELT N01 lc 029631 V01 east KELT N01 lc 048055 V01 west 2MASS J23535704+3310562 23:53:57.05 +33:10:56.27 109.302805 −28.163464 12.18 08.18 07.25 06.92 -+581 4772 05.26 0
KELT N01 lc 033544 V01 east KELT N01 lc 009353 V01 west 2MASS J23514408+2945435 23:51:44.09 +29:45:43.56 107.755008 −31.344054 09.07 04.62 03.75 03.14 -+322 1729 05.70 0
KELT N01 lc 033596 V01 east KELT N01 lc 023249 V01 west 2MASS J00234610+3830077 00:23:46.11 +38:30:07.73 117.007674 −24.051108 10.88 08.92 08.13 07.93 -+412 2835 06.04 1
KELT N01 lc 041955 V01 east KELT N01 lc 030143 V01 west 2MASS J00500630+3539098 00:50:06.31 +35:39:09.89 122.627460 −27.218213 09.36 05.48 04.69 04.27 -+260 1011 05.94 0
KELT N01 lc 043787 V01 east KELT N01 lc 046756 V01 west 2MASS J00141091+2901203 00:14:10.92 +29:01:20.33 113.200899 −33.144494 10.39 05.69 04.84 04.44 -+238 118 05.77 0
KELT N01 lc 046801 V01 east nan 2MASS J00471892+3241083 00:47:18.93 +32:41:08.38 121.928508 −30.178056 10.66 03.05 02.23 01.76 -+429 3430 05.58 0
KELT N01 lc 047788 V01 east nan 2MASS J00512328+3422363 00:51:23.29 +34:22:36.32 122.920217 −28.494993 10.89 04.88 03.84 03.25 -+329 1821 05.16 0
KELT N01 lc 051102 V01 east nan 2MASS J00030086+3038233 00:03:00.86 +30:38:23.34 110.768735 −31.085668 13.41 10.90 09.71 08.90 -+306 1316 05.74 0
KELT N01 lc 051823 V01 east KELT N01 lc 045548 V01 west 2MASS J23491137+2638088 23:49:11.37 +26:38:08.89 106.078971 −34.190596 09.22 05.33 04.20 03.80 -+230 68 06.37 0
KELT N01 lc 052269 V01 east KELT N01 lc 017514 V01 west 2MASS J23461773+3024468 23:46:17.74 +30:24:46.88 106.650150 −30.390832 11.08 06.04 05.14 04.75 -+129 23 06.30 0
KELT N01 lc 053684 V01 east KELT N01 lc 058300 V01 west 2MASS J00322275+2601459 00:32:22.76 +26:01:45.94 117.594322 −36.644720 07.80 03.42 02.54 02.13 -+310 1415 07.05 0
KELT N01 lc 053981 V01 east KELT N01 lc 048462 V01 west 2MASS J00222314+2659458 00:22:23.15 +26:59:45.83 114.985647 −35.427023 08.69 04.68 03.92 03.50 -+279 1314 05.86 0
KELT N01 lc 054306 V01 east KELT N01 lc 049456 V01 west 2MASS J00482082+2703259 00:48:20.83 +27:03:25.98 122.083382 −35.809439 10.99 05.13 04.17 03.81 -+344 3215 05.18 0
KELT N01 lc 056383 V01 east KELT N01 lc 045232 V01 west 2MASS J23430657+3528452 23:43:06.58 +35:28:45.21 107.583772 −25.347799 10.89 04.92 03.91 03.24 -+377 1131 07.09 0
KELT N01 lc 058729 V01 east KELT N01 lc 058434 V01 west 2MASS J00000657+2553112 00:00:06.57 +25:53:11.23 108.712957 −35.564066 08.01 02.23 01.32 00.92 -+321 1427 06.18 0
KELT N01 lc 060087 V01 east KELT N01 lc 058910 V01 west 2MASS J23505191+4304452 23:50:51.92 +43:04:45.21 111.329781 −18.423770 12.71 07.67 06.84 06.50 -+280 1211 06.33 0
KELT N01 lc 065529 V01 east KELT N01 lc 059071 V01 west 2MASS J00042008+4006356 00:04:20.08 +40:06:35.64 113.249082 −21.874575 08.67 03.57 02.59 02.08 -+315 1613 07.11 0
KELT N01 lc 066205 V01 east KELT N01 lc 049416 V01 west 2MASS J23572739+2407312 23:57:27.39 +24:07:31.21 107.440420 −37.117208 11.53 06.59 05.72 05.25 -+244 610 06.78 0
(This table is available in its entirety in machine-readable form.)
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and 30 of these periods differed from ours by more than 1%. We
found 1255 KELT objects where the Oelkers et al. (2018) listed
2MASS identiﬁcation differed from our catalog.
We also matched our KELT Mira-like catalog to the Gaia
Data Release 2 (Gaia DR2; Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018) using
a 1″ search radius and selecting the nearest positional match, and
we found Gaia DR2 matches for all 4132 objects. We do not
make use of the astrometric results from Gaia DR2 in our study
for several reasons, though. The huge size of Miras, which have
variable diameters that are strongly wavelength dependent,
results in angular diameters at least twice the size of their
parallaxes (Whitelock & Feast 2000). Miras with thin dust shells
have surface features that are dominated by convection and
therefore have shifting photocenters (Freytag et al. 2017). The
astrometric errors introduced by this are discussed by Chiavassa
et al. (2018) for SR variables and will be even larger for Miras.
For Mira stars with appreciable dust shells, which are expected
to be patchy, the uncertainties will be larger still (Whitelock
2012). The large angular sizes combined with shifting photo-
centers from asymmetric light distributions across the disk
make the parallax measurements for AGBs currently unreliable.
The large variation in magnitude and color of Miras also affects
the accurate determination of parallaxes. Currently, Gaia DR2
parallaxes are determined assuming constant magnitude and
color for each source. This causes further inaccuracies for Mira
parallaxes (Mowlavi et al. 2018). It may be possible to derive
good parallaxes for Miras and Gaia, but probably only at the end
of the mission.
We also matched our KELT Mira-like catalog to the Gaia
DR2 Catalog of LPV Stars (Mowlavi et al. 2018; hereafter
referred to as M18). The M18 catalog contains 151,761 LPV
candidates with period measurements from Gaia DR2, 23,405
of which M18 have classiﬁed into Miras. Using a 1″ search
radius and selecting the nearest positional match, we matched
our KELT Mira-like catalog to the M18 catalog and found
matches for 2440 objects.
We are particularly interested in knowing how many objects
in our KELT Mira-like catalog are new Mira-like detections. In
addition to the VSX and W04 catalogs, we also made use of
GCVS (Samus’ et al. 2017), the ASAS-SN (Shappee et al. 2014;
Jayasinghe et al. 2019) and SIMBAD databases. We cross-
matched our catalog to GCVS using a 10 arcsec search radius
and found 2242 matches, 2081 of which were classiﬁed as Mira
or SR. For the ASAS-SN catalog, we also used a 10 arcsec
search radius and found 3813 matches, 3364 of which were
classiﬁed as Mira or SR. We matched our KELT Mira-like
catalog to SIMBAD using a 2 arcsec search radius. For cases in
which a coordinate search to SIMBAD produced no results, we
attempted a SIMBAD match using the 2MASS ID. This returned
3637 matches between our KELT Mira-like catalog and the
SIMBAD database, 3110 of which were classiﬁed as a Mira, SR,
or related type (e.g., AGB or LPV). These catalogs were used to
determine the classiﬁcation status of our Mira-like stars. The
classiﬁcation schemes of the catalogs are not homogeneous, thus
we inspected the classiﬁcation types used across catalogs and
included those related to Miras, such as AGB or LPV, as
previously detected Mira-like stars. Our KELT Mira-like catalog
contains 376 stars not previously classiﬁed as a Mira, SR, or a
closely related type. Figure 5 shows light curves of four stars not
previously classiﬁed as a Mira-like variable.
4.3. Comparing Periods to Other Catalogs
We compared the periods of variability we found to those of
V16, W04, and M18. V16 used a nonparametric algorithm to
reanalyze periods of Miras in the ASAS catalog, which required
human interaction at certain stages. The KELT and V16 periods
are compared in Figure 6(a) and agree very well. The W04 catalog
has a short time baseline nearing 1 yr for the longest observations.
Therefore, they were unable to obtain precise periods for many of
their Miras. There is a sample of Miras with periods given by
W04 as 730 days (their maximum period range), which we have
redetermined. Figure 6(b) compares the KELT and W04 periods.
Figure 6(c) compares the KELT Mira-like and M18 periods. We
see that most periods agree well, but there is more scatter, and
approximately 160 stars lie along the common aliases and
harmonics. Many of these stars exhibit periods near a year or half
a year that can demonstrate spurious signals due to systematic
noise on annual timescales in the KELT data.
V16 identiﬁed three peaks in their period distribution at 215,
275, and 330 days. When binning the data into 10 day bins, as
done in V16, we ﬁnd similar peaks in our distribution at 195,
285, and 335 days. Our period distribution is shown in
Figure 7, and the periods associated with the V16 identiﬁed
peaks are represented by black markers. However, we ﬁnd that
the combination of systematic noise and aliasing of periods is
responsible for the 195 and 335 day peaks, and only the central
peak at 285 days is signiﬁcant.
To further analyze these peaks, we created a new histogram
using only the stars in which our periods agreed with those
of M18 within 30%. This distribution is shown in Figure 8. We
see that the 195 day peak disappears because of the removal of
mismatched periods. We ﬁt both a Gaussian and skewed
Gaussian distribution function to this histogram and found
negligible differences in the ﬁt quality. The dashed line in
Figure 8 represents a skewed Gaussian ﬁt to the histogram, and
the 1σ and 2σ errors are represented by red and orange shading,
respectively. These errors were calculated using the square root
of the number of bin counts expected from the distribution
function. It is apparent that the 335-day peak in this sample
does not appear to be signiﬁcant. Although a Gaussian is not a
perfect ﬁt, the distribution of the entire KELT Mira-like catalog
is consistent with a Gaussian proﬁle with a mean period of 285
days and standard deviation of 111 days, and the additional
peaks at 195 and 335 days claimed by V16 are not conﬁrmed.
We investigated the dependence of our period distribution on
Galactic longitude and latitude. We have used only the sample
of stars with KELT periods agreeing within 30% of the M18
catalog to remove the peaks at 215 and 330 days. Figure 9
shows histograms of the period distributions for four longitude
bins. Here we have increased the size of the period bins to 20
days to reduce counting errors. The solid blue histogram shows
the periods of stars that lie in the range l > 315° and l < 45°
(toward the Galactic center). The dashed orange histogram
shows stars between 45° < l < 135°. The dotted–dashed green
histogram shows stars between 135° < l < 225° (toward the
Galactic anticenter), and the dotted red histogram shows stars
between 225° < l < 315°. V16 suggests, using arguments from
Feast & Whitelock (2014), that the period distribution reﬂects
the star formation history of the sampled regions, with shorter
periods associated with older stars. Previous studies have
shown that oxygen-rich (O-rich) Miras are concentrated toward
the Galactic center and that carbon-rich (C-rich) Miras have a
more uniform distribution across the Galaxy (Blanco 1965;
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Noguchi et al. 2004; Ishihara et al. 2011 and references therein)
and O-rich Miras typically have shorter periods than C-rich
Miras. However, we do not conﬁrm a relation between Galactic
longitude and KELT periods.
Figure 10 shows period histograms for four latitude bins, still
using only KELT periods agreeing within 30% of M18. The
solid blue histogram is for Miras with ∣ ∣ < b 10 , the dashed
orange histogram is for Miras between ∣ ∣ < < b10 20 , the
dotted–dashed green histogram is for Miras between  <20
∣ ∣ < b 30 , and the dotted red histogram is for Miras with
∣ ∣ > b 30 . Generally we ﬁnd a shift toward shorter periods
at higher latitudes. This is consistent with the expectation
that longer-period stars have higher-mass progenitors and are
therefore more concentrated in the Galactic plane. A similar
effect can be seen in Figures 16 and 17 from Whitelock et al.
(1994).
5. Determining Carbon- and Oxygen-rich Types
Mira variables fall into three subclasses depending on the
abundances of oxygen versus carbon in their atmospheres.
Miras with similar oxygen and carbon abundances are referred
to as S-type, and Miras with an imbalance between oxygen and
carbon are referred to as either oxygen-rich (O-rich) or carbon-
rich (C-rich). C-rich AGBs are typically redder than O-rich
ones owing to the reddening by dust in their atmospheres; thus,
they typically have redder -J Ks colors (Feast et al. 1982;
Marigo et al. 2003). Distinguishing O-rich from C-rich Miras is
useful for distance studies. Compared to O-rich Miras, the PL
relation in Ks band breaks down over a longer range of periods
for C-rich Miras owing to circumstellar reddening caused by
their thicker shells (Whitelock 2012). This results in O-rich
Miras having a better-deﬁned PL relation.
Figure 5. Sample of four KELT light curves from our catalog that have not been previously classiﬁed as Mira or SR. The 2MASS identiﬁers and measured periods are
(a) 2MASS J05224051+3852377 with P = 196 days, (b) 2MASS J22123088+5105230 with P = 125 days, (c) 2MASS J17004782+0208175 with P = 129 days,
and (d) 2MASS J08372252-2429177 with P = 264 days.
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Figure 6. We matched our Mira-like catalog to the catalogs of (a) V16, (b) W04, and (c) M18 to verify the accuracy of our measured periods. Predicted aliases are
shown as dashed lines, and period harmonics are shown as straight dotted lines. We ﬁnd good agreement between our periods and those of V16, with most
discrepancies near the harmonics. The periods of W04 appear to be less reliable, likely due to the shorter time baseline of their work. There is also good agreement
between our periods and those of M18, but the number of discrepancies along aliases and harmonics is larger.
Figure 7. Distribution of periods for our Mira catalog. Period values associated with peaks identiﬁed by V16 at 215, 275, and 330 days are marked by triangles. We
ﬁnd that our peak at 195 days is contaminated by mismatched periods, and our 335 day peak is consistent with noise. We therefore cannot conﬁrm the signiﬁcance of
our 195 and 335 day peaks.
Figure 8. Distribution of periods for stars in which our periods and M18 periods agree within 30%. The dashed line represents a skewed Gaussian distribution function
that has been ﬁt to the data. The 1σ and 2σ conﬁdence levels are shown represented by the red and orange areas, respectively. We see that the 195-day peak disappears
because of the removal of mismatched periods, and the peak near 335 days is consistent with noise.
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J−Ks colors have commonly been used to distinguish O-
from C-rich Miras. Cole & Weinberg (2002) used the criterion
of ( -J Ks)>2 to classify C-rich stars in the Galactic bulge.
However, these results have been questioned, and resulting
studies suggest that J−Ks colors alone are not accurate in
distinguishing between C-rich and O-rich Miras (Ojha et al.
2007; Uttenthaler et al. 2015; Catchpole et al. 2016).
Alternative diagnostics in selecting O-rich and C-rich stars
from photometry have been explored. Ishihara et al. (2011) and
Matsunaga et al. (2017) have used color–color diagrams of
J−Ks and AKARI colors to select C-rich stars in the Galactic
bulge and have shown this to be an improvement over the use
of a single 2MASS color. Lebzelter et al. (2018) have had
success distinguishing subclasses of AGBs in the Magellanic
Clouds using colors from both 2MASS and the Gaia DR2.
They were able to distinguish C-rich from O-rich Miras by
plotting Ks against a combination of 2MASS and Gaia colors
known as Wesenheit indices. The Wesenheit index WKs is a
reddening-free combination of 2MASS magnitudes deﬁned as
( ) ( )= - -W K J K0.67 . 1K s ss
This is derived assuming an RV=3.1 (Mathis 1990; Dutra
et al. 2002; Soszyński et al. 2013). The index WRP is a
reddening-free combination of Gaia magnitudes derived by
Lebzelter et al. (2018),
( ) ( )= - -W G G G1.3 , 2RP RP BP RP
where GBP and GRP are Gaia blue and red apparent magnitudes,
respectively. Because the Miras in our catalog are Galactic and
their distances are uncertain, we cannot replicate their method of
using Ks in place of absolute magnitudes. Instead, we investigate
the combination of Wesenheit indices ( -W WRP Ks) and ( -J Ks)
colors. The color index ( -W WRP Ks) is not a color in the
classical sense, but a combination of three colors. In this index,
bluer objects are found near ( )- =W W 0.8RP Ks and redder
objects at lower or higher values. The Wesenheit color index
Figure 9. Distribution of periods for stars in which periods agree within 30% of M18 for four Galactic longitude bins. The solid blue histogram is for Miras between
l > 315° and l < 45°, the dashed orange histogram is for Miras between 45° < l < 135°, the dotted–dashed green histogram is for Miras between 135° < l < 225°, and
the dotted red histogram is for Miras between 225° < l < 315°.
Figure 10. Distribution of periods for stars in which periods agree within 30% of M18 for four absolute Galactic latitude bins. The solid blue histogram is for Miras
with ∣ ∣ < b 10 , the dashed orange histogram is for Miras between ∣ ∣ < < b10 20 , the dotted–dashed green histogram is for Miras between ∣ ∣ < < b20 30 , and the
dotted red histogram is for Miras with ∣ ∣ > b 30 . We observe a shift toward lower periods at high latitudes.
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( -W WRP Ks) traces temperature and molecular features in stellar
spectra (see Appendix A of Lebzelter et al. 2018).
We ﬁrst identify the spectral types of our KELT Mira-like
catalog by matching to SIMBAD using the method discussed in
Section 4.2. Of the 4132 stars in our catalog, we were able to
sort 1541 into O-rich, C-rich, or S-type. We then use our Gaia
DR2 cross-matched sample to acquire their GRP and GBP
magnitudes and determined their Wesenheit indices.
The plot of ( -W WRP Ks) versus ( -J Ks) for Miras with
identiﬁed spectral types is shown in Figure 11. Known O-rich
stars are shown as blue ﬁlled circles, C-rich as red open circles,
and S-type as orange plus signs. We can see that -W WRP Ks is
more effective than J−Ks at separating O-rich from C-rich.
Even without the use of absolute Ks magnitudes, we are
generally able to classify stars with ( -W WRP Ks)<0.8 as O-rich
and those with ( -W WRP Ks)>0.8 as C-rich. There are three
outlying O-rich Miras with low J−Ks and high -W WRP Ks
colors. These three stars are V CVn, SS Oph, and RZ Sco, which
respectively lie at ( -W WRP Ks, J−Ks)=(5.8, 1.3), (4.8, 1.5),
and (2.4, 1.1). Of these three, V CVn has known OH, H2O, and
SiO masers, and RZ Sco has a known H2O maser (Kim et al.
2013 and references therein).
The plot of ( -W WRP Ks) versus ( -J Ks) for our entire KELT
Mira-like catalog is shown in Figure 12. The loci of O-rich
and C-rich stars still exist, but there also exists a population of
approximately 250 stars with -W WRP Ks near 0.5 and J−Ks
near 1.0. The colors of these stars are likely spurious, as most
stars in this region were found to have incorrect 2MASS
identiﬁcations owing to blending. These stars failed to be
corrected for blending via the procedure described in Section 4.1
and are ﬂagged in our catalog (“Mismatch Flag” in Table 2).
6. Summary
We have compiled a catalog of 4132 high-amplitude, long-
period Mira-like variables using data from the KELT survey.
We estimate that our catalog has a completeness of
approximately 90% for ﬁnding Miras between 8 < V < 13,
and that 70% of our catalog objects are Miras and 30% are SRs
according to the conventional deﬁnitions. A total of 376 objects
in our catalog have not previously been classiﬁed as LPVs such
as Miras, SRs, or any other class related to AGB stars.
Comparison to other catalogs reveals very good agreement
between both periods, although aliasing is clearly present. The
periods for most of our stars lie between 50 and 500 days, with
Figure 11. -W WRP Ks vs. J−Ks for KELT Miras with known spectral types from SIMBAD. O-rich stars are shown as blue ﬁlled circles, C-rich as red open circles,
and S-type as orange plus signs. Two of the O-rich stars in the lower right with low J−Ks and high -W WRP Ks, V CVn and RZ Sco, exhibit astrophysical masers.
Figure 12. -W WRP Ks vs. J−Ks for all stars in our KELT Mira-like catalog. Stars with - <W W 0.8RP Ks are likely O-rich, and those with -W WRP Ks > 0.8 are
likely C-rich. The population of stars with low J−Ks colors and -W WRP Ks colors near 0.5 are likely spurious 2MASS cross-matches that are ﬂagged in our catalog.
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a mean period value of 285 days. Additional peaks in the Mira
period distribution, as found by V16, are not conﬁrmed. They
may not truly exist, but if they do, they are masked by noise
and aliasing. Future analysis on stars with longer time baselines
could be done to more carefully determine the signiﬁcance of
these peaks. We do ﬁnd that shorter periods are preferentially
found at higher Galactic latitudes, consistent with Whitelock
et al. (1994).
Finally, we also a presented a new method to identify O-rich
and C-rich stars in our Galaxy, even in the absence of absolute
magnitudes, using the Wesenheit color indices discussed by
Lebzelter et al. (2018). This is important for future PL studies
using Miras. The PL relation of O-rich Miras gives them great
potential to rival Cepheids as standard candles in determining
distances within the Milky Way and to nearby galaxies.
Reﬁned parallax measurements from Gaia will improve the
calibration of this PL relation, which will be applicable to
future distance studies.
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